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Introduction
A recent Working Paper2 for the Scaling Community of Practice (COP) identified a number of crosscutting issues whose further exploration would benefit the entire COP membership. One of these was
the relationship between Scaling and Systems. There has been a vigorous debate in the scaling
community on the extent to which systems need to be taken into account in scaling efforts, or even if
the starting point for change efforts should be systems change rather than scaling innovations.3
Accordingly, the COP decided to organize a Webinar to explore the relationship between systems and
scaling. This note serves to provide background for that Webinar, to frame the issues and identify
questions for discussion. It draws on a cursory review of some of the literature on scaling and systems
as well as discussions with COP members on these topics. A bibliography is provided at the end.
Some consideration of systems in scaling is largely uncontroversial amongst scaling practitioners, though
unfortunately this consensus is not yet reflected in many actual scaling efforts. The basic argument is
that by taking systems into account, scaling efforts can align with systemic constraints and achieve a
minimum objective of sustainable impact at scale. The debate arises over whether there should be
greater engagement with systems in terms of breadth, depth, and explicit objectives for systems change
(rather than taking systems constraints as largely given) in order to increase impact, coverage, reach
and sustainability.
It is important to note that the scaling and systems discussion is not being conducted in terms of welldefined and commonly agreed upon parameters or dimensions, i.e., the terms of the debate are not
clear. One of the goals of this note is to try to provide some common terms to facilitate a productive
conversation. However, this is complicated by the fact that participants in this conversation are coming
from different disciplines, sit in different types of organizations including funders, innovators, and
implementing organizations, and play different roles in scaling. Perhaps most importantly, they likely
represent a range of systems “takers” vs. “makers” in terms of their capacity to take systems into
account, let alone effect systems change. Indeed, one of the findings of this paper is that a more
thorough attempt to frame the parameters of systems and scaling is needed.

Some Quick Definitions
For purposes of this paper, we define scaling as achieving sustainable impact at (large) scale. We use as
a working definition of systems a blend of definitions of social systems, recognizing that in the scaling
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context environmental considerations, i.e., natural systems, are often relevant. We define a (social)
system as:
an interdependent set of interactions and relationships between individuals, groups,
and institutions that form a coherent whole or can be thought of as a unit.4
A social system is an analytic construction that is useful, in this case, to understand the opportunities
and constraints that affect all three dimensions of large-scale change; impact, reach/coverage, and
sustainability. For scaling, social systems can be regarded as the set of enabling or constraining
conditions that affect the pathway to – and sustainable implementation – at target scale.
Systems exist at different levels (depth) ranging from Micro (e.g., local social and cultural context) to
Meso (e.g., delivery organizations) to Macro (e.g., national policy enabling environment, sectoral
ecosystem) to Global (international policy regimes). There is a loose correlation between these levels
and scale. Some systems cut across some or all of these levels, such as gender, climate change, and
economic and power inequality. Christian Seelos, a thoughtful and nuanced voice regarding systems
change, has argued that there are at least two ways of thinking about systems, a “hard” and “soft”
systems perspective:
Hard system perspectives treat systems as real entities with defined boundaries that
we can analyze objectively and improve with available knowledge and technologies
to achieve uncontested objectives. Hard system perspectives seek to improve the
performance of a system in a specific dimension.
Soft/critical system perspectives treat systems as ways of thinking and reflecting
about subjective images that people hold about social situations and perceived
problems. This perspective seeks to explore differences in purpose, power, and voice”5
This distinction illustrates a shortcoming in some of the debate on systems and scaling. Many of the
skeptics about systems perspectives, discussed below, tend to focus on the hard systems perspective.
While many proponents of systems do incorporate hard systems perspectives like sophisticated systems
mapping, others, including Seelos, seem to be arguing for a soft systems approach that is more of a state
of mind, embraces complexity and emphasizes participatory, inclusive processes. From this perspective,
their criticisms are not so much that large-scale change efforts like scaling ignore systems. Rather it is
that even when they take them into account there is too much of an engineering mindset characterized
by well-defined problems, clear technical solutions, and implementation plans with fixed timelines and
objectives. At the same time, Seelos argues that there are inherent challenges with soft systems
approaches and that finding the balance between the two is itself a challenge.
Viewed from the perspective of hard systems, “how many or much” systems are taken into account has
three dimensions. These are: (i) the number and range of interconnected systems (breadth); (ii) the
4
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levels of systems (depth); and (iii) the amount of change to be achieved in systems. In describing these
and other relevant distinctions, we refer to five “approaches” to large-scale change in Box 1. These are
meant to be illustrative composites of various views and do not accurately reflect or characterize any
specific scaling or systems change effort, or the views of one author.

Box 1. Five Approaches to Large-Scale Change
1. Traditional scaling. In traditional scaling, the primary focus is on widespread adoption by individual
adopters of what are often technical innovations. This is sometimes referred to as industrial scaling
or diffusion of innovation. To the extent that these scaling efforts engage with systems at all, it is
with production and distribution of an innovation. Breadth is very limited, depth is largely micro, the
amount of systems change is none or incremental, and there is little or no systems analysis or
participation.
2. Scaling from a Systems Perspective (SPS). Like traditional scaling, scaling from a systems
perspective (SPS) starts with an innovation, though this approach may also include innovative
business or delivery models, for example. SPS emphasizes that taking systems or “spaces” 6 into
account is critical to successful scaling. While in principle it considers all systems/spaces, it is
implicitly instrumental in focusing on those systems that are necessary and sufficient for scaling,
particularly funding and other resources, and large-scale production, delivery and implementation
(what Kevin Starr and others call “payers” and “doers”, respectively).7 SPS emphasizes scaling into
systems rather than transforming them. These efforts usually do some basic systems analysis8 at
the beginning of the scaling process and conduct one-off multi-stakeholder consultations in the
context of strategy development and advocacy efforts. It retains a largely engineering or hard
systems perspective.
3. Transformational Scaling. Transformational Scaling takes SPS a step further by taking more systems
into account than those necessary for achieving sustainable impact at large scale. It targets creating
significant change by engaging with a broader and deeper number of systems to create more space
for scaling, for example by addressing inequality so that marginalized places and populations are
included in large-scale change. That means explicitly working at the Meso and Macro level to effect
at least reform if not transformational change.9 This greater engagement with systems change is
sometimes motivated by the desire to engage in “Responsible Scaling,” rights-based considerations,
and/or the belief that creating greater space in higher level systems is necessary to achieve greater
6
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and more sustainable impact at scale. Such efforts often start with more comprehensive system
mapping using advanced tools that require stand-alone efforts and more formal, structured multistakeholder processes that are quite inclusive. These processes are sometimes transformed into
ongoing or regular consultations. The extent to which a soft-systems perspective is included in
transformational scaling efforts is unclear.
4. Narrow Systems Change. Narrow systems change efforts start at the Meso and Macro level and
focus on an individual system or aspect of that system (e.g., reforming an important institution like a
Ministry, a law, or a practice such as the national procurement system), or an entire set of individual
systems that are interrelated (e.g., a value chain). Their breadth is narrow, but the targeted amount
of change is extensive; they aim for at least reform if not transformational change. They often do indepth, systems analysis of the target system using multiple sophisticated tools. Participation is
usually a formal, structured process composed of actors from the relevant system(s) or those
affected by it, with at least some joint decision-making power. Participation usually is ongoing,
continuing in some form beyond the initial analysis and strategy development. Such efforts tend to
be adaptive and flexible within the parameters of the systems targeted.
5. Broad Systems Change. Broad systems change takes as its starting point the overall System,
meaning that it is broad, inclusive, and deep, comprised of Macro, Meso and relevant Micro levels.
Like Transformational Scaling, it targets transformational change and takes this a step further; the
expectation is that by taking a comprehensive systems approach it will be able to create synergies
across multiple interventions, achieving even greater impact and transformation. The package of
solutions can contain micro innovations, but these are instrumental to the larger purpose; it favors
Meso and Macro interventions. Broad systems change usually includes some mix of hard and soft
systems perspectives. The former may include extensive formal systems analysis to map complexity,
causal pathways and interrelationships. This analysis is usually part of a multi-stakeholder,
participatory process10 to analyze systems, identify leverage points, develop a package of solutions,
and create a strategy to implement them, such as the “Collective Impact.”11 That process is often
followed by the creation of ongoing collaborative mechanisms to coordinate implementation efforts
and make adaptive pivots. These processes can take the form of either a hard or soft systems
perspective, or something in between.
In terms of amount of change, we adopt the terminology used by GIZ in its Transforming Our Work
publication: incremental, reform, and transformational (to which one might add “none”).12 While
Traditional Scaling efforts aspires to little if any systems change, even SPS efforts that engage with a
broader set of systems often effect little or incremental systems change. More ambitious efforts such as
those that also work at the Meso or Macro level, such as Narrow Systems Change, have more ambitious
goals in terms of at least reforms. Transformational Scaling or Broad Systems Change by definition
target transformational change in systems, such as major policy changes, and usually address the issues
of power inequalities and ensuring that marginalized populations are included in any large-scale change.
There are two other aspects that help distinguish between different approaches to large scale change.
The first concerns the starting point of any large-scale change effort. In many Traditional Scaling efforts
this is a Micro technical innovation targeting individuals. Narrow Systems Change efforts start at the
10
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Meso or Macro level with interventions designed to improve reach, coverage, effectiveness, throughput,
or overall capacity. Broad Systems Change efforts start with the whole system and work down from
there; though this often begs the question of system boundaries. As Seelos notes: “… defining the
boundaries of social systems is generally impossible. When we think of systems as relevant wholes, as is
usually the case, we end up easily with the universe: Everything is somehow connected. … The practice
of systems thinking, then, requires setting boundaries determined not only by the context of the
problem discussed but also by our interests and needs.”13
Closely linked to “where you start” is “who” initiates and drives the scaling process. It matters whether
the change effort is driven by, for example, a researcher from a university or research institution, a
social entrepreneur or startup, a large international NGO, a minister or prime minister of a country, or
the head of a large multilateral development bank. The scope of engagement of any particular actor, the
resources at their command, and the policy or political leverage that can be exerted will necessarily
shape the nature and the extent of systems change they can effect, though it is often possible to enlarge
that sphere of influence over time.

The Debate
Put crudely, there is a debate in the scaling literature and community about how much scaling efforts
should take systems into account and how to do so. Unpacking this a little, this includes questions of
whether scaling should shift to focus on systems change and start with the whole system rather than
micro innovations, and whether scaling needs to shift from an “engineering” approach, or even one of a
hard systems perspective, to a more participatory, softer systems mindset. In the next few paragraphs,
we present some of the key arguments in this debate, noting that the points made in each of these
paragraphs are a composite drawn from multiple sources and not actually those of an individual
proponent. Similarly, while we portray this as if there were two clear sides, the reality is that this is a
multi-faceted debate with a spectrum of views that mix and match along the dimensions of breadth,
depth, amount of change, starting points, and hard vs. soft approaches.
Proponents of more attention to systems generally argue that current scaling efforts either fail entirely,
or have less impact than they could or should, because they do not pay sufficient attention to systems.
This is usually is accompanied by calls for targeting at least reform if not transformational change, which
proponents argue is much more likely with a systems approach. At the limit, some advocates argue that
interventions that aspire to sustainable impact at scale need to shift entirely from a focus on scaling
innovations to starting with the system, as characterized by the Broad Systems Change approached
sketched out above. Advocates for a softer systems perspective propose shifting away from the
engineering perspective of well-defined problems, solutions, timelines and objectives to a messy,
ambiguous approach that starts with a common vision but pursues multiple pathways and has neither a
fixed timeline nor pre-defined end states.
Supporters of more focus on systems typically favor starting with extensive (often participatory) systems
analysis and inclusive, participatory processes. These are seen as particularly vital when dealing with
complex problems where what you see and how you see it often depends on where in the system you
are located. Proponents argue that greater participation of actors who represent diverse components
of the system results in better systems analysis, greater alignment with felt needs, demand and
priorities, and, when marginalized voices are included, increases the likelihood that power inequalities
13
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will be addressed. Taken together, these factors increase the likelihood of successful transformational
change at scale.
Critics of the systems view tend to agree that greater attention to or integration of systems
considerations into scaling is good in principle. The disagreement is more about the extent to which this
is practical, feasible, and cost-effective. They argue that we are able to analyze more than we can
manage. This is particularly true in low-resource settings where governance institutions are weak and
often dysfunctional.
Critics of systems approaches argue these approaches require investment of additional time, effort, and
resources when existing scaling efforts are already underfunded and time constrained.14 They assert
that the time and cost of applying sophisticated systems analysis tools can often outweigh the capacity
of the actors concerned as well as the costs, and that it leads to paralysis by analysis. Of course, the
counterargument is that there are no shortcuts, and that, depending on the scope of the problem, the
failure to invest the necessary time, effort and resources is precisely why scaling has too often
generated disappointing results.
Finally, critics of systems approaches note that if scaling is done right (e.g., SPS), systems change will
emerge from scaling efforts. As they reach regional, national, and global scale, such efforts will
inevitably have to engage with Meso, Macro, and even Global constraints, and at those levels and at
that time they will more likely have greater resources available. This creates the opportunity to engage
with systems iteratively, adaptively, and in what some have called virtuous circles15 or spiral scaling,
suggesting at least some overlap with the softer systems perspective.

14

The Collective Impact model is a good example of what is required. In their article on Collective Impact, Kania
and Kramer note that there are five factors for success of this approach: Common Agenda; Shared Measurement
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“[c]ollective impact also requires a highly structured process that leads to effective decision making.” John Kania
and Mark Kramer. (2011) “Collective Impact” Stanford Social Innovation Review. Winter.
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